T alis A n i t h a n
Talis Anithan
Andhuran

Content
Military Family
Soldier

Iron Maiden
Serve and Protect

Jade Blade
Talis wields a mechanized sword as an Artifact
Guard
Overpower 3DT: Can protect any ally from attack

Talis was sent by the ruling
family of Oerusak to find the
rogue Garre and bring her
to justice. From a wealthy
military family, Talis was
raised in the barracks and
armories of Oerusak as a
gifted apprentice to several
masters.

Kerala Basic
Give DT+ to ally
Deal [1]

H akkun e n
Hakkunen Hori
Emishi

Conservative
Royal Lineage
Captain

The Sound and the Furious
Measure Once, Cut Twice

Twin Blades
Hakkunen can Attack two targets in a single roll
Title
Hakkunen’s princely title doubles the power of one Trait

An Emishi prince, Hakkunen was
sent to Iron City as part of a delegation to demand the
ceasing of Guanxi mining operations in hills near his
village. He carries heirloom blades of the Hori Tribe,
which he wields with rash abandon.

Hori Red Fist
Deal [1]
Force Condition

G arre A j h et
Garre Ajhet
Andhuran

Criminal
Rogue Leader
Cat Burglar

Never Leaves on the Light
Slip sliding Away

Jade Gadget
As a Move: steal 1DT from any enemy and give it to Ally
Jinx
Any Condition Forced by Garre deals 2DT- to target

Garre was hired by a
rival governor to spy on
the new mining operations
of Iron City. She has been
living on the run from
Oerusak bounty hunters
for some years, though it
looks like they must have
lost interest. Garre carries
an expensive jade crop in combat.

Street Scrapper
Create Condition
Force Condition

Lu Zhenji
Lu Zhenji
Guanxi

Traitor
Excommunicated
Zealot

No Rest For The Wicked
Roots out Evil

Spell Jammer
Cost 2DT to deal [1]. 4DT can deal [2], 6DT deals [3]
Force of Nature
Cost 3DT: 1DT- to all enemies

Zhenji came the Nopo mainland with an auspicious
post in one of the charter cities, but went awol almost
immediately. His own personal mission is to find a
rival sorcerer who crossed him decades ago. He now
lives a life on the run, hunting his prey as he himself is
hunted.

Imperial Eagle Fist
Force Condition
give DT+ to Ally

B ao Y u
Bao Yu
Guanxi

Low Rank
Orphan
Bodyguard

Things That Go Bump in the Night
Eye for an Eye

Spectral
Bao Yu is immaterial until she reaches 3DT
Bleed
At Will : Can self-inflict [1] to deal 2DT- to target

Bao Yu was raised as an orphan in a monastery. She
was trained in the arts of Rat Fist and brought up to
be a servant guard. She was put to death for allowing
her charges to die, though her employer was the killer.
Bao Yu now haunts her former boss.

Imperial Rat Fist
Deal [1]
Force Condition

D’O rne T he H ammer
D’Orne
Andhuran

Zealot
Exiled Priest
Mercenary

Un-Orthodox Approach
Heavy-Handed

Heavy Weapons
Receives DT+ whenever he deals a [2] or [3]
Block
Can roll Defense for ally, but loses any DT used

D’Orne left his life as a Kerala Priest over twenty years
ago. While he still wears the tattered vestment of a
priest, he rarely looks back on his days among the
brotherhood. He now sells his services to the highest
bidder and never asks questions.

Kerala Fist
Give DT+ to Ally
Deal [1]

X ao S h u j i
Xao Shuji
Guanxi

Patriot
Military Family
Retired Soldier

A Cut Above
Bleeder of Men

Longsword
2DT: Can turn any [2] dealt into a [3]
Quick Spirits
1DT: Can Summon Quick Spirit at 0DT, 1 Trait, [1]

Xao Shuji is an accomplished soldier of the Guanxi Empire. He
was recently granted independence as a freelance contractor
while still under his state stipend. While fiercely loyal to the
Empire, Xao is no lap dog and considers questioning his orders
part of his job as a tactician and right-hand man.

Imperial Eagle Fist
Force Condition
Give DT+ to Ally

N a ko G h uz i
Nako Ghuzi
Emishi

Upstart
Hunter Family
Warrior

Rough Around the Edges
Armed to the Teeth

Heal
Costs 2DT to heal [1], Stackable to heal more
Instinct
Receives 2DT+ on any true Clash

Nako is an honored
warrior from Red Crow
village. She has spent
many seasons traveling
with the growing Tomishi
Militia but has recently
become disillusioned by their politics.

Amari Crow Fist
Give DT+ to ally
Create Condition

